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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN

The Sioux Falls Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) was created as an advisory body to coordinate transportation planning in the Sioux Falls area. As the designated metropolitan planning organization for the area, the MPO carries out various requirements mandated by the United States Department
of Transportation. The governmental entities involved in the transportation process includes the cities of
Brandon, Crooks, Harrisburg, Hartford, Sioux Falls, and Tea; Lincoln and Minnehaha Counties and also
the South Eastern Council of Governments (SECOG), the South Dakota Department of Transportation
(SDDOT), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).
The planning work that is conducted and the products that are produced by the entities listed above are
used in a formalized local decision-making process to formulate and approve area transportation plans
that address the unique challenges of the Sioux Falls Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). See Figure 1.
The local process relies on three committees to review and approve products. These committees include:
the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), and the Urbanized
Development Commission (UDC).
▶

The Citizens Advisory Committee is the committee that has been established to solicit public input
into the local transportation planning process. The CAC’s membership is comprised of interested
citizens representing either themselves or various organizations and citizen groups within the MPA.

▶

The Technical Advisory Committee is the committee comprised of staff from each of the participating units of government as well as representatives of various modes of transportation. The TAC’s
role in the local process is to advise the UDC on the technical aspects of transportation plans under
consideration.

▶

The Urbanized Development Commission of the South Eastern Council of Governments is the
designated Metropolitan Planning Organization governing body or policy board for the Sioux Falls
metropolitan transportation planning process. The UDC is primarily comprised of elected officials
from each of the local governmental participants in the process. The UDC, with input from the other
committees, makes area transportation planning decisions.

This report documents the actions to be carried out by the MPO to ensure that opportunities exist for the
public and other interested parties to be involved in transportation activities, pursuant to
Title 23 CFR 450.316 of Subpart C—Metropolitan Transportation Planning and Programming.
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Exhibit 1: Sioux Falls MPO Map

The MPO Area includes the cities of Brandon, Crooks, Harrisburg, Hartford, Tea, and counties of Lincoln and Minnehaha.
The report also serves as the statement of transportation public participation policies adopted by the
MPO. Participation of the public in transportation planning activities is vitally important to the MPO.
The emphasis of the adopted policies in this plan is on regional system planning products regularly produced in the transportation planning process. Specific project-level public participation procedures and
practices are defined by implementing agencies. Only the relationship of regional participation processes
to project planning is included here.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN

In order to achieve a comprehensive, cooperative, and continuing process
in all of the planning activities undertaken by the MPO, input should be
solicited from all stakeholders. The MPO understands that the area’s transportation system cannot solely be dictated by the major governing bodies
that make up the MPO; rather, there needs to be significant input from the
citizens who live, work, and visit the area as well.
The Sioux Falls MPO has accepted the following transportation planning public participation mission statement:
The Metropolitan Planning Organization’s public participation process will focus the type of participation on the decisions to be made and ensure the public has the opportunity to
be involved in the decision-making process.
As the MPO strives to accomplish this mission and the public becomes
more involved in the transportation planning process, the system and the
users of the system will surely benefit. More ideas are considered. Decision makers have a better understanding of the process. There is more
support on current and future projects, and there are more positive—and
less negative—impacts on the users of the system.
The decision-making process begins with identifying the interests of the
stakeholders. This eliminates planners making assumptions about what
stakeholders want and allows stakeholders to truly address their needs. It
is then up to the decision makers to evaluate the information and adopt
the policies that best serve the community. It is not an easy process, but
it can be made easier by having everyone involved in agreement that the
decision-making process was open and fair.
The benefits of such a public participation process are far-reaching. When
well-planned transportation decisions are made with public participation,
it generally reduces the likelihood that individual transportation plans
and projects will falter. The process reduces time and expenses. The decision makers and the public build trust and better working relationships,
and in the end, there is broad-based ongoing support for the local transportation planning process.
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Transportation Planning Products
Exhibit 2 identifies the various products that are produced, updated, or undertaken by the local transportation planning process. The table identifies the frequency of the update, the committee action required,
and the public participation requirements of each product. This is not a comprehensive list but includes
the most common types of plans and projects that would come before the MPO.

EXHIBIT 2: SIOUX FALLS MPO—METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PRODUCTS
Product

Frequency

Participation Goal
(See Step 1)

Action

Are Two Public
Meetings Required?

Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP)

Every 5 years

Early and Continuous
Contribution

Approval Required

Yes*m
14-day comment period

Transportation Improvements Program

Annually

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

Yes* m
14-day comment period

Every 5 years

Resolution of Issues and
Policies

Approval Required

Yes, 45-day comment
period required

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

Yes*

Annually

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

Yes

Metropolitan Planning Organization
Operations Plan Update

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

Transportation Improvements Program
Amendments—Revisions

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

Transportation Improvements Program
Amendments—Administrative

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Informational

No

Unified Planning Work Program
Amendments

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

UPWP Amendments—Administrative

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Informational

No

Transit Development Program

As Needed

Resolution of Issues and Policies

Informational

No

Public Participation Plan Update
LRTP Minor Update
Unified Planning Work Program

Every 5 years

Resolution of Issues and Policies

Approval Required

No

MPO Funded Special Studies

MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Policy Plan

As Needed

Varies by Type of Study

Approval Required

No

Regionally Significant Non-MPO Funded
Special Studies

As Needed

Varies by Type of Study

Informational

No

Safety Performance Measures

Annually

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

Pavement, Bridge, and System
Performance Measures

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

Transit Performance Measures

Annually

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

Every 5 years

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

Transportation Alternatives Grant
Applications**

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Letters of Support

No

Federal Grant Applications**

As Needed

Inform and Understand

Letters of Support

No

FTA 5310 Funding

As needed

Inform and Understand

Approval Required

No

Coordinated Public Transit—Human
Services Transportation Plan

Note: All transportation products requiring approval shall require the completion of the project specific Public Participation Plan Worksheet (page 8)
prior to public participation activities.
* See additional public meeting requirements in Step 4
** FHWA and SDDOT requests applicant to bring application before MPO
m
Public comment responses required
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Before the Urbanized Development Commission’s (UDC) approval of any Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) plan or product, the policies of the Public Participation Plan (PPP) shall be followed. The
PPP will help ensure that the public and interested parties have an opportunity to voice their support or
concerns and to influence the outcome of decisions. Through a four-step strategic methodology, the PPP
organizes the various ways in which to contact people, give them the information they need, hear their
concerns, respond to their concerns, and incorporate their concerns into the final product. Public participation should not merely be conducting public meetings to meet federal regulations, but rather public
participation should be considered as:
. . . access to information before decisions are finalized, in a variety of ways, and in such a manner
as to allow for actual influence over the outcome of those decisions (Younger, page 1).
Prior to development of any transportation product requiring approval, the MPO should consider the
following four-step process and design a specific public participation plan:
STEP 1—Goals and Actions: (see page 9)
▶ Determine the specific goals and objectives that public participation is to accomplish.
▶ Who recommends and approves the plan or product?
▶ What is the significance of the approval of the plan or product?
STEP 2—Stakeholders: (see page 13)
▶ Identify the stakeholders that either might be interested in participating or whose participation is
necessary in order to achieve the objectives.
STEP 3—Participation Method(s): (see page 20)
▶ Select a technique(s) for interacting with the public that will achieve the objectives.
▶ Select suitable notification techniques for reaching the desired public with the necessary information.
▶ Implement and conduct the appropriate participation technique(s).
STEP 4—Assessment/Summary: (see page 26)
▶ Determine how the techniques are to be assessed.
▶ Incorporate the results of the participation into the plan or product.

Public Participation Plan Worksheet
The Sioux Falls MPO has created the following worksheet (next page) to assist in implementing the
four-step public participation process. The following chapters provide a more in-depth explanation of
the four step process.
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EXHIBIT 3:
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STEP 1—DETERMINE PARTICIPATION
GOALS AND ACTIONS

The first question that should be asked when designing a public participation plan is, “How do we ensure
that the plan is truly open, responsive, and in the best interest of the public?”
Each plan or product will have different goals of public participation. Therefore, the MPO should be consistent in determining participation goals and objections by following the guidelines of the participation
goals and objectives stated below and as described in greater detail on the following pages.

EXHIBIT 4: PARTICIPATION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES MATRIX
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Goal: Early and Continuous Contribution
Early participation from the public in transportation planning products allows the public to help shape
goals, objectives, and policies for a product. This type of plan or product will allow the public the greatest
flexibility to comment and help define general guidance to the MPO. Information needs to be shared by
both the MPO and the public throughout the process. Such information sharing may take the form of
formal or informal surveys or other comments that are recorded throughout the process.
Example:
Long-Range Transportation Plan (Two Public meetings and a 14-day public comment period are required.)

Goal: Inform and Understand
To implement a policy, the public should be informed and educated to understand how a transportation
product may be implemented. This will allow the public an opportunity to review and determine if they
agree with how the MPO is implementing policies.
Implementation of a policy can be completed in many ways. It can be achieved through a budget, ordinance, or resolution. However, implementation can also be achieved through studies that provide vital
statistics and work procedures that help the public better understand issues facing the MPO.
Examples:
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) *
▶ Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) *
▶ MPO Operations Plan
▶ Transportation System Management Efficiency Report
* Public Meeting is required.

Goal: Resolution of Issues and Policies
When goals have been established, but policies remain to be determined, the MPO may move to problem-solving techniques with the identified stakeholders. The stakeholders should have a basic understanding of the issues, and the MPO should attempt to deliberately identify the issues.
Examples:
Pedestrian Plan
▶ Bicycle Plan
▶ Transit Development Program
▶ Public Participation Plan

Goal: Project Alternatives and Solutions
Project alternatives and solutions are offered by the MPO and by consultants through proposing various
study alternatives and solutions. By working together to review the various concepts, issues and new ideas
may surface and modify proposed alternatives, since the public may offer other feasible alternatives or
solutions that have not yet been considered.
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Examples:
Corridor Studies
▶ Interchange Modification Justification Report Studies
▶ Transit Route Analysis

Goal: Building Consensus
Building consensus is a process through which participants accept a product. The process of building
consensus achieves an outcome of varying degrees, from participants who can “live with it” to participants who are “willing to support it.” In the consensus-building process, the MPO or an outside facilitator
works with participants to define consensus and spend time clarifying what consensus looks like in terms
of participant behavior. Those involved must also have an understanding of negotiation and mediation.
Examples of projects that have gone through this process in the past:
▶ East Corridor Process Team
▶ West Corridor Process Team
▶ Accessible Transportation for All Study Group

Combinations of Goals
There may be several combinations of goals implemented for each public participation plan. If the MPO
and the public consider what they hope to accomplish within the Public Participation Plan, the overall
process should be improved.

Actions
Questions and Answers:
Does the project or plan require MPO and/or multi-jurisdictional approval?
An MPO funded Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan for a community will need UDC and City Council or County
Commission approval. The plan will also go through Planning Commission for recommendation.
Does a local transportation study in the MPO area need to be approved by the UDC?
A local transportation study that is not funded by the MPO does not require UDC approval. This type
of product is informational. However, it may need to be approved by a local governmental body.
How does identifying the goals and actions help determine the public participation plan?
The goal of the plan or product will help with the next step of identifying who are the stakeholders.
Knowing what action will be taken will determine the methods of participation that are required and
what form of notification is needed.

The process of public participation will ensure the public has the opportunity to be included in the decision-making process. The “action” is the outcome. Each outcome will vary whether it is required approval
or informational. The goal for each outcome is consensus, where everyone agrees to the decision. However, it is understood that consensus will not be possible in every situation. Ensuring the process is fair and
allowing everyone an opportunity to be included will result in better decisions.
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With each project specific public participation plan (see Appendix A), the advisory bodies that make
recommendations for the plan or project should be identified (e.g., CAC, TAC, the Planning Commission,
the Parks Board, PTAB, or other advisory bodies). The final approval for the Sioux Falls MPO will come
from the UDC. Location specific projects may also require City Council or County Commission approval. Exhibit 2 is a useful guide to identify the goals of the public participation plan and the process needed
to complete the project.
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STEP 2—IDENTIFY THE STAKEHOLDERS
TO BE INVOLVED

Step 2—Identify Stakeholders
Identify stakeholders based upon Step 1
Is the goal broad or focused participation?
Who would reasonably be expected to be affected?
Identify governmental entities to be involved
Just the MPO?
MPO and local, state, federal government, or environmental agencies?
(See Appendix B)
Interested parties
List of agencies maintained by MPO
Environmental agencies
Media

Within each product there are generally numerous stakeholders. A stakeholder is anyone who has an
interest in or is impacted by the outcome of the project. The public to be involved will vary depending on
the type of participation goal or combination of goals in Step 1.
It is the MPO’s responsibility to empower stakeholders. Empowerment is accomplished through early,
often, and thorough communication. The MPO needs to define the planning process and roles that the
stakeholders, MPO, and decision-makers will play in the outcome.
The stakeholder, units of government, and agencies within the local metropolitan transportation planning
process include South Eastern Council of Governments; the Cities of Brandon, Crooks, Hartford, Harrisburg, Sioux Falls, and Tea, and also Minnehaha County, Lincoln County, the South Dakota Department
of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit Administration, and various environmental agencies. These units of government and agencies each play a vital role in the transportation
planning process.
There are three different measures to identify the public to be involved:
▶

Self-identification—Anyone who has exhibited previous interest through public meeting attendance,
written comments, or with the MPO contact.

▶

MPO identification—Agencies, organizations, and the general public identified from the current
interested parties lists (see Appendix C) other mailing lists, social media, and public records such as
GIS parcel data.
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▶

Third-party identification—General public and interest groups as identified through known stakeholders such as the media and interested parties.

By identifying local media outlets as stakeholders, the MPO initiates an open discussion of the product
that being developed. Communicating notification information to the media prior to the public participation event serves both to disseminate facts and to advertise the actual event to the public.
Each stakeholder group has different needs and desires. The general public prefers information that is
understandable and received in a timely fashion. Directly-affected stakeholders prefer direct participation
in articulating what alternatives should be analyzed; they should be afforded opportunities for continuous
participation through such means as stakeholder meetings, steering committees, task forces, or visioning
workshops.

Interested Parties
An important element to the update of the PPP is to identify all interested parties. In November 2021, the
MPO distributed over 100 meeting invites including a survey to agencies and groups that may be interested in being an advocate for transportation planning and/or disseminating information about transportation issues to its members. From that list, 18 agencies or other organizations indicated that they would
like to be listed as an MPO interested party. The list of interested parties, including contact information,
is included in Appendix B.
Two interested party meetings were held. On November 16, 2021, an interested parties meeting was held
at SECOG offices. On November 17, 2021, a virtual interested parties meeting was held via Webex. During
the meetings, the MPO gained valuable information regarding ways to better gain participation from the
public. The following comments were made during the two meetings:
▶

Go to where the people congregate. This can be at food banks, or other weekly services that cater to
low-income populations.

▶

Virtual meetings can exclude low-income people because they may need WiFi access and/or cellphone data plans that would allow them to participate.

▶

Open houses may also exclude low-income populations because people need to secure transportation,
child care services, or other needs to attend meetings.

▶

Partner with food delivery services to hand out brochures.

▶

Have a trusted community member be a voice for the project.

▶

Simplify the language used to make projects understandable and quickly digestible.
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▶

Have translation services available on project websites or brochures depending on who you are trying
to reach.

▶

Remember that many low-income people can only afford to worry about day-to-day transportation
issues. Car troubles or bus route changes have a major impact.

▶

Transportation is important to “overall health outcomes.”

▶

In order to get more participation, it may require providing incentives: coordinate with community
meetings, provide rides to meetings, provide food, and think of using alternative times to give more
options.

▶

Transportation has a big impact from a health perspective. Better transportation planning has a correlation to better health outcomes for low-income and the elderly.

Underrepresented Populations
As an emphasis of the efforts to gain participation from interested parties, the MPO shall consider techniques to obtain input from portions of the local population that have historically not participated in the
local transportation planning process, but are stakeholders nonetheless. The underrepresented population
may include:
. . . those with special cultural, racial, or ethnic characteristics. Cultural differences sometimes
hinder full participation in transportation planning and project development. People with
disabilities find access to transportation more difficult and their ability to participate in public
participation efforts more constrained. People with low incomes often lack both access and time
to participate. Poorly educated people may not be fully aware either of what transportation services are available or of opportunities to help improve them (Public Participation Techniques for
Transportation Decision-Making, p. 17).
The MPO’s public participation methods should address the full and fair participation of all populations
through meaningful involvement. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order 12898,
Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority and Low Income Populations, promote
nondiscrimination in federal programs affecting human health and the environment, and provide
minority and low-income communities access to public information with an opportunity to participate
in matters relating to transportation and the environment. The MPO and partner agencies will provide
meaningful involvement that includes:
▶

People have an opportunity to participate in decisions about activities that may affect their environment and/or health.

▶

The public’s contribution can influence the regulatory agency’s decision.

▶

Community concerns will be considered in the decision-making process.
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EXHIBIT 6: RACE IN THE SIOUX FALLS MPO AREA (2017)
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Identifying Barriers and Solutions for Underrepresented Populations
Underrepresented populations must overcome various barriers in order to participate more fully in the local
process. The MPO should identify and reduce barriers that impede underrepresented populations’ access to
the process. These barriers are as varied as the populations themselves. The MPO should consider that:
▶

Certain populations have a greater difficulty getting to shopping, work, school, and recreation than
the population at large.

▶

Virtual meetings are dependent on access to WiFi or require a large amount of phone data.

▶

Underrepresented populations may be less aware of the impacts of transportation decisions.

▶

There is a cost to participate, such as lost time, travel expenses, and childcare needs.

▶

Citizens to whom English is a second language may need translation or interpretation assistance.

▶

Citizens who need American Sign Language interpreters.

▶

Agency representatives may think they do not have access to the decision making process.

In an attempt to overcome these barriers, the MPO should consider these possible solutions for meaningful engagement:
▶

Opportunity to participate in agency decision making.

▶

Ability to influence agency decision making.

▶

Concerns that community members are taken seriously.

▶

Public is educated about potential impacts of agency decisions.

▶

Early engagement with affected communities.

▶

Reach out to a trusted voice in the community to assist in the process;

▶

Consistent engagement with affected communities.

▶

Language accessibility.

▶

Varied meeting styles and times.

▶

Think about where you can interact with people without making them go out of their way
(examples: grocery stores, food lines, community centers).

▶

Accessible facilities.
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▶

Both electronic and nonelectronic communication.

▶

Consider forming committees composed of members of affected communities.

(Source: Community Guide to Environmental Justice and NEPA Methods, March 2019)
Input from underrepresented populations is not separate from other input and should not be given greater or lesser weight. It needs to be integrated and balanced with the needs and concerns of all interests.
Involving all of the various stakeholders, both traditional and nontraditional, in the local transportation
planning process ensures that the full ranges of the community’s needs are considered. Involving the
stakeholders provides the opportunity to create more responsive and innovative options and ensures the
equitable distribution of transportation services.
As part of the MPO’s 2019 Market Research Study, a survey of traditionally underserved populations
was conducted in which the public was asked to identify the best ways to keep residents informed about
transportation improvements. The MPO shall reference the survey results when determining how best to
distribute information to the public. The results of one question from the local survey are shown in the
following graph:

EXHIBIT 7: BEST WAYS TO KEEP RESIDENTS INFORMED
ABOUT TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS
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STEP 3—SELECT THE APPROPRIATE
PARTICIPATION METHODS

BROAD PARTICIPATION

FOCUSED PARTICIPATION

Website

Open House

Cable Access TV/Access Channel

Stakeholder Meeting

News Release

Focus Groups

Formal Survey

Newsletters

Informal Survey

Email

Open House with Media Story

Special Study Committees

Public Meeting

Public Meeting

Online Meeting

Online survey

Social Media updates

Real-time polling

The appropriate public participation technique(s) will be determined based upon the type of participation, either broad or focused. This step is not meant to direct the MPO toward a specific technique. It is
intended to direct the MPO to consider as many techniques as may be necessary to achieve the goals and
objectives.
The specific techniques to be considered must address the following questions:
What techniques have been used in the past for similar projects?
▶ What techniques does the public respond to?
▶ What techniques seem reasonable to accomplish the goals and objectives?
When trying to accomplish the Public Participation Plan’s goals and objectives, it is necessary to review
these general goals:
▶
▶
▶
▶

Provide the public with an understanding of the key facts.
Ensure that diverse interest groups see each other’s viewpoints.
Ensure that all local governments and agencies see how their decisions affect one another.
Establish constructive interactions among all stakeholders.

Within each technique, the MPO must speak honestly and directly and listen to the stakeholders. If these
principles are adhered to, the public should feel that the process was fair.
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Standard Methods and Techniques
Typically, within the local transportation planning process, the following techniques have been employed
to cultivate public participation:
▶

Charrettes—An intensive design-based collaborative planning process that assembles an interdisciplinary team to create a design and implementation plan for a specific project.

▶

Email—Information can be quickly distributed through email. Email chains provide an option for
one email to be forwarded to a larger email list for greater distribution.

▶

Pop-Up Event—Booths with visual displays set up at local events such as fairs, neighborhood festivals, farmers markets or other neighborhood activities can be used to raise awareness and inform the
public.

▶

Facebook Live Event—Provides information about an event, plan, or project.

▶

Focus Groups—To adequately study a plan, focus groups are meetings where citizens are selected to
focus on one or more of the plan issues or project.

▶

Formal Survey—This type of survey is scientific in its approach and is reliable and accurate in its
reflection of the overall composition and attitudes of the community.

▶

Informal Survey—Either a mailed or web-based survey can be used to ask people their opinion on
the issues. This can be effective in more focused plans or projects.

▶

Informal Comments—Comment forms are developed for meetings and people are asked to comment based upon their opinion of the project or plan. This can be effective to give the MPO a sense of
the general attitude of a project or plan.

▶

Live polling—Online questionnaire used during meetings to measure understanding, make decisions, and provide instant feedback.

▶

News story—A well-timed news story can be a great way to spread the word about a project or plan.
The media involved can vary greatly.

▶

Open Houses—An informal presentation of information to help educate the public and the MPO.
This allows the public to spend as much or as little time as needed in order to receive the information
required to voice opinions.

▶

Press Release—Many news stories are generated by a simple press release. A press release may also
provide an opportunity to inform citizens of a meeting, project, or plan.

▶

Public Meetings—General term for coming together at a particular time or place and holding informal discussions. May include speaking to interested parties at monthly meetings or during site visits.
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Informal settings such as public meetings or open houses with agency staff have been found to
make it much easier for the public to assimilate information on the project, resolve issues, and
contribute data. The formal public meeting is a technique best suited to the statement of fixed
positions for or against the project. In general, interaction is most effective when it is informal and
allows for give-and-take between both sides such as in one on one meetings. The lack of an audience makes it easier for both public and agency staff to focus on communicating with one another
and altering positions as new information is received.
▶

Social Media—Outreach can provide interested stakeholders with project information, announcements, documents, and opportunities for input or discussion. The format allows for the use of a wide
variety of media formats, including video. Social media is a fast, effective, and low-cost way to inform
a range of people about issues and invite users to become involved in a variety of ways.

▶

Special Study Committees—A plan or project may require a group of people who are chosen or who
volunteer to study an issue in greater detail. They provide recommendations and find ways to most
effectively communicate with the citizens.

▶

Virtual Public Involvement (VPI)—Virtual public involvement is the use of digital technology to
engage individuals or to visualize projects and plans. This new opportunity for information sharing
and public involvement includes, but is not limited to, telephone town halls, online meetings, pop-up
outreach, social meetings/meeting-in-a-box kits, story maps, quick videos, crowdsourcing, survey
tools, real-time polling tools, social media following, visualization, and working with bloggers. (See
Appendix D for more detail)

▶

Visualization Techniques—Methods will be used in the development of transportation plans and
programs with the public, elected and appointed officials, and other stakeholders in a clear and easily
accessible format such as maps, pictures, and/or displays, to promote improved understanding of
existing or proposed transportation plans and programs, slides, videos, visual preference surveys, and
kiosks.

▶

World Wide Web—A website is a good venue with which to direct people for information. A central
website for all public participation information in the MPO area is recommended. Documents, project information, meeting information, prerecorded videos, and other transportation information will
be posted on the World Wide Web for public access.

Techniques within each public participation plan should allow for flexibility to adjust the process, depending upon prevailing conditions and circumstances. Proper planning will help the MPO respond to
unexpected circumstances in an appropriate manner.

Employ Appropriate Public Notification Techniques
The public needs to be informed once the objectives have been set, the stakeholders identified, and the
public participation techniques have been selected. The MPO strives to provide adequate notice of public
participation opportunities and time for public review and comment within the decision-making process.
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Participation is the key to a planning process that creates consensus by the essential stakeholders. The
public who have a stake in a particular participation plan are not one group, but rather, separate groups
who are impacted in different ways. Since groups are impacted differently, each may require different
information in order to participate in the process. Each may also need to receive their notification from
different sources.
As part of the MPO’s 2019 Market Research Study, a survey was conducted in which the public was asked
how they wished to receive their information. The MPO shall reference the survey results when determining how best to distribute information to the public. The results of one question from the local survey are
shown in the following table:

EXHIBIT 8: BEST WAYS TO KEEP RESIDENTS INFORMED
ABOUT TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS

Regardless of the notification technique chosen, the most effective timeframe for promoting an event is
one to two weeks prior to the event, with reminders provided up to the actual event.
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The promotional materials should have enough information for the public to make a decision about
becoming involved. The basic information included should identify the date, time, place, and scope of the
event. The announcement should also include an address and deadline for comments to be submitted.
Depending on the participation technique selected, the announcement may also include:
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

A map
A summary of major issues
A summary of the agenda
A description of the role of the event in the planning process
A staff name and telephone number to contact for more information

Implement the Appropriate Participation Method(s)
EVENT PLANNING
(i.e., meeting or open house)

INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION PLANNING
(i.e., email, website, press release)

When and what time of day?

What information should be included?

Where to hold the event?

Who is the contact person?

What resources are needed?

How to gain feedback?

How to gain feedback?

Once the methods have been selected, it is imperative that the event be properly planned and conducted.
Different techniques may require different participation from the public. The MPO should explain these
differences at the beginning of the event.
Public participation requires the commitment of many resources. The MPO should always consider public participation plans as an eligible cost. The MPO should prepare appropriate materials and be aware of
funds that will be needed so that resources can be used efficiently and effectively. Budgets need to address
salary and overhead costs of time spent preparing for and conducting the public participation process.
Production and postage budgets for newsletters, surveys, summary reports, special graphics, websites,
and other materials may also be needed. Funds should be available for the rental of meeting locations, and
the purchase of any necessary equipment (such as computers, video equipment, or projectors). If recordings of meetings are desirable, funds should be allocated for these services. Funds and time to prepare
materials such as videos, slides, displays, questionnaires, and special booklets should also be budgeted.
Conducting a public participation method requires proper planning and administration, as well as an understanding of the goals and objectives of the methods used. The method itself may have instructions and
tips for conducting the event. The MPO should answer the following questions in preparing to conduct
each event:
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

What type of event is most appropriate? (e.g., open house, public meeting, virtual meeting, etc.)
What time of day will the event need to be held?
Where is the best location to hold the event?
How many staff are needed for the event, and who is needed?
What visuals and equipment are needed for the event?
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▶
▶
▶

How should the event be set up? (e.g., stations for open house, chairs in theater style, etc.)
How will the MPO get feedback? (e.g., comment forms, email, discussion at meeting, etc.)
Should the event have a formal presentation, informal discussion, or both?

The MPO should consider the following questions in preparing to conduct information distribution techniques to inform and educate the public about a plan or project:
▶
▶
▶
▶

What technique will help get the information out about the plan or project?
Is a news release needed to distribute this information effectively?
How long should a document be available for public review?
What information should be available for the most effective review?

There may be multiple events that need to be planned for different stakeholder groups. Remember who
the target audience is, what information needs to be communicated, and the best way to make that information accessible. There are many resources available that provide tips for setting up meetings. Step 1,
Goals and Actions, will be helpful in identifying the resources needed to plan for a successful event.
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STEP 4—ASSESSMENT AND INCORPORATION
OF THE PARTICIPATION TECHNIQUE(S)

Identify Public Participation Information
to Assess and Incorporate
When developing the project-specific public participation plan, it is important to identify what type of
public participation information will be reviewed to assess the performance of public participation techniques.
A major tool in assessing the effectiveness of public participation is documenting the level of effort
expended to stimulate public participation, in the plan documents, or in the project documents. As an
example, below are questions that can be addressed in documenting the effort to ensure public participation:
▶

How many press releases or social media posts were completed for this project or plan?

▶

How many stakeholders were emailed or mailed about the project or plan for public involvement
opportunities?

▶

How many people either attended a public meeting, visited the project website, or sent in comments
or questions via email or social media?

Within each project-specific PPP, Step 4 should then include documentation that will be included within
the plan or project to help assess participation levels and goals.

Do the citizens believe that their voice was heard and mattered?
The MPO shall include public involvement into consideration for approval.
Generally, the UDC shall assess public participation based upon:
•

Is there documentation in the plan or product showing that steps 1-3 have been
completed?

•

Did the participation completed fulfill the identified Participation Goals and Actions?

Throughout each step of the public participation methodology, the MPO should assess each step’s effectiveness in accomplishing step objectives, as well as the overall goals of the public participation plan.
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The MPO should consider the following questions in the assessment of each step:
▶

Are the originally defined objectives still viable and reasonable?

▶

Were all of the identified stakeholders contacted in some way?

▶

Did the identified stakeholders have a reasonable chance to attend or comment on the project or plan?

▶

Did the public receive timely and effective information?

▶

Were the techniques that were employed successful so that citizens believe that their voice was heard
and mattered?

After the public participation techniques have been completed and assessed, the MPO, as a part of its consideration for approval, will determine whether the plan has achieved the overall participation objectives
and provided adequate public participation to be incorporated into the product.
The overall assessment process should afford the public an opportunity to assess the effectiveness and
fairness of the public participation plan. A section of the comment sheet distributed during the participation technique step should contain questions regarding the portion of the process in which the public has
participated. The MPO will accept comments regarding the public participation process at any time. The
project’s participation plan should include the body that will recommend changes and the body that will
approve the plan or project. This will then help set the stage for a section in each plan or project documenting the level of effort in public participation. The approving body will then be able to consider public
participation input in the decision to approve, defer, or disapprove the plan or project.

Incorporate Results of Participation
Who should incorporate the results?
•

The MPO with recommendations of CAC and TAC and approval by UDC

How should results be incorporated?
•

The plan or project should document the public participation and whether it has changed
the plan or product. The CAC, TAC, and committee/stakeholder, if applicable, may also
change the product based upon the documented participation.
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How do the citizens know if public participation
has made a difference?
When appropriate, the staff should incorporate the results of the public’s participation into the product.
Sectors of the public tend to be skeptical about whether public participation does influence decisions
within the transportation planning process. Others feel that the transportation planning process is too
long-term or speculative to justify their participation. By designing a participation process where people
have the opportunities to debate issues, frame alternative solutions, and effect final decisions public skepticism should dissipate.
The MPO should identify how the results of the public participation techniques are to be specifically
reviewed and analyzed for incorporation into the product. As a part of the project’s participation plan, a
section in each participation plan should document how public input has created changes, if any, to the
plan or project. The approving body will then be able to take the documented changes or additions into
consideration for their decision to approve, defer, or disapprove the plan or project.
Stakeholders shall be informed how public participation input and/or comments will be analyzed, considered, addressed, and incorporated into the plan and/or product. Addressing comments and questions in
thank-you postcards or follow-up phone calls may instill a feeling of fairness in the process.
The interested parties’ impact on the PPP is included in “Step 2—Identify the Stakeholders to Be Involved,” and includes a review of the interested party meetings and the comments received. The comments identified ways to gain better participation from the public. In particular, the comments were
incorporated in the “Identifying Barriers and Solutions for Underrepresented Populations” subsection of
Step 2. In addition, 18 agencies and organizations indicated that they would like to be listed as an MPO
interested party to receive and/or distribute information on plans and projects in the MPO region.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCEDURES
WITHIN THE COMMITTEE PROCESS

Public participation opportunities within the local transportation planning committee process are
numerous. These opportunities are designed to promote early and ongoing public participation that is
incorporated into the committee decision-making process. The following section outlines the various
specific procedural requirements for public participation activities within the local transportation planning committee process. The MPO and the general public may use this section of the Public Participation
Plan as a guide to the various procedural requirements as well as to the opportunities available for public
participation in the local process. (See Appendix E for SDCL 1-25-1.1 Meetings of Public Agencies)

Transportation Planning Committees
The local transportation planning process operates through a hierarchical committee structure, consisting of a policy board and two advisory committees that review, discuss, and approve all local transportation products. Federal, state, and local governmental staff collect and process transportation-related data,
complete reports, and conduct various studies that are used as the basis for decision-making within the
local transportation planning committee process. The public is relied upon to provide input at every stage
in the process.

Citizens Advisory Committee
The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) was organized in 1977 to provide a process for receiving citizen
input into the overall transportation planning process. The CAC’s membership is drawn from a broad
range of various community groups, as well as concerned citizens, and its meetings are generally held
monthly beginning in January of each calendar year. The CAC’s meetings are open to the public and the
media.
While the CAC does not have approval authority, its role in reviewing transportation products and making recommendations from the citizens’ viewpoint is considered crucial to a balanced process.

Technical Advisory Committee
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) was formed in 1976 as a means of providing technical review
and analysis of transportation products. The membership of the TAC is composed of federal, state, and local technical staff, as well as local representatives of the various major modes of transportation. The TAC’s
meetings are held bimonthly and are open to the public and the media.
In addition to public input, the TAC also considers the input of the CAC.
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Urbanized Development Commission
The Urbanized Development Commission (UDC) is the local policy board for all transportation planning
decisions in the Sioux Falls metropolitan area. The requirement for the UDC’s existence is found in federal legislation, and its local authority for acting in this capacity is found in the Memorandum of Understanding that has been entered into by the state and the local units of government involved in the process.
The UDC’s voting membership is composed primarily of local elected officials from each of the units of
government involved in the local process. The UDC also meets monthly, and its meetings are open to the
public and media.
The UDC’s main responsibility as the policy board of the local process is to review and approve all Sioux
Falls-area transportation plans and products. While the UDC considers the recommendations from the
Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) and Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) when making its decisions, the UDC is not bound to follow the recommendations.

Meeting Notification
The advanced meeting notification methods, requirements, and target audience varies slightly among the
different committees of the process because of either state legal requirements or the type of event occurring during a meeting. The following explains how meeting notification is conducted for each of the three
committees.

CAC Meetings
CAC members are notified of meetings by an agenda packet posted on the MPO website at least seven
days in advance of all regular meetings and at least 24 hours in advance of all special meetings.

TAC Meetings
AC members are notified of meetings by an agenda packet posted on the MPO website at least seven days
in advance of all regular meetings and at least 24 hours in advance of all special meetings.

UDC Meetings
UDC members are notified of meetings by an agenda packet posted on the MPO website at least seven
days in advance of all regular meetings and at least 24 hours in advance of all special meetings. The following requirements also apply to UDC meetings:
▶

Required Notice Under South Dakota Open Meeting Laws—The Sioux Falls City Council, Lincoln
County Commission, and Minnehaha County Commission each have an official quorum of their
respective bodies serving as members of the UDC. Therefore, the local process must adhere to the
following state statute:
All public bodies shall provide public notice, with proposed agenda, at least twenty-four
hours prior to any meeting, by posting a copy of the notice, visible to the public, at the principal office of the public body holding the meeting, and for special or rescheduled meetings,
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delivering, in person, by mail or by telephone, the information in the notice to members of
the local news media who have requested notice. For special or rescheduled meetings, all
public bodies shall also comply with the public notice provisions of this section for regular
meetings to the extent that circumstances permit. A violation of this section is a Class 2
misdemeanor (SDCL § 1-25-1.1).
In order to comply with this state statute, the following actions will be conducted:

▶

1.

SECOG (South Eastern Council of Governments) staff will provide the Sioux Falls City Clerk’s
Office, the Lincoln County Auditor’s Office, and the Minnehaha County Commission Office
with a copy of the upcoming UDC agenda at least seven days prior to all regular meetings and at
least 24 hours prior to special meetings for posting in a prominent location in each body’s principal office. In the event that an emergency meeting of the UDC is called, notice of the meeting
will be posted as circumstances permit.

2.

SECOG staff shall notify all metropolitan planning area broadcast and print media of all
regular or special UDC meetings via facsimile or direct mail at least 24 hours in advance of
such meetings.

UDC Meetings Conducted by Teleconference (virtual meeting)—Should circumstances warrant
that the UDC conduct a regular or special meeting by teleconference (virtual meeting), the following actions will be conducted. Note that the statutory definition of “teleconference” is “information
exchanged by any audio, video, or electronic medium, including the Internet.”
1.

SECOG staff will provide the same public notice of any teleconference meetings as is required
under SDCL § 1-25-1.1 (see above).

2.

SECOG staff will provide a place for the public to participate in the meeting by speaker phone or
by joining a meeting on-line.

3.

SECOG staff will ensure that all votes taken during a teleconference meeting of the UDC are
conducted as per SDCL § 1-25-1.5. Each vote at an official meeting held by teleconference may be
taken by voice vote. If any member votes in the negative, the vote shall proceed to a roll call vote.

Notification of Others
Interested parties (see Appendix C) who have requested to be notified of meetings are notified by email at
least seven days in advance of all regular meetings and at least 24 hours in advance of all special meetings.
The email will include a link to the posted agenda packet.
Any special events being conducted are either publicly advertised or the stakeholders are notified through
a direct mailing detailing the event.
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Public Comment Procedures
Public comments on all transportation-related issues are welcome during meetings of the CAC, TAC, and
UDC. Public comments shall be accepted in the following manner:
▶

Public Input Agenda Item—Each of the MPO’s committees shall include on its agenda an item entitled “Public Input on Non-Agenda Items.” During this agenda item, any member of the public that is
present wishing to address the committee on any matter not on the published agenda may do so. An
individual’s comment period shall be limited to three minutes. The appropriate staff will provide that
member of the public with a response to their concern either during the meeting or in a reasonable
amount of time following the meeting.

▶

Specific Agenda Item Comments—After an agenda item is presented to a committee, the Chair or
Vice-Chair shall afford any member of the public the opportunity to speak to the item, pro or con. An
individual’s comment period shall be limited to three minutes. Following the public comment period
of the agenda item, the committee shall begin its discussion or action on the agenda item.

▶

Written Comments—Members of the public who are unable to attend an official public meeting are
able to submit their written comments for the Long-Range Transportation Plan, Transportation
Improvements Program, and Public Participation Plan (see Exhibit 1) for a specified period of time
following the first public meeting.

▶

Significant Comments—The MPO must include a summary, analysis, and report regarding how
significant comments were responded to as part of the final Long-Range Transportation Plan and
Transportation Improvements Program.

▶

Elected/Constituent Relationship—Comments into the local process may also be received through
the elected official/constituent relationship that exists between most of the UDC members and their
constituents.

Approval of Local Transportation Planning Products
The MPO may develop a multitude of products during any given year. Many are federally required to be
produced or conducted by the local process, while others are voluntarily produced by the process to be
used as tools to manage transportation-related data and support better transportation planning decision-making. Some products are reviewed and approved by the committees on an annual basis, while
others are reviewed and approved less frequently.
The products produced by the MPO are available to be reviewed by the public at principal office locations
of the local governmental entities and on-line.

Committee Approval of Transportation Planning Products
The approval process for any products begins with review by the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC).
The CAC discusses the product and provides its comments.
Next, the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) reviews the product. The TAC discusses the product and
provides any comments. Following its review, the CAC and TAC make a recommendation to the UDC.
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Finally, the Urbanized Development Commission (UDC) reviews the product. The UDC is informed of
any comments from the other committees as well as their recommendations. Following its review, the
UDC then votes to either approve, modify, or reject the product. A vote by the UDC approving the product finishes the process. However, a vote to modify or reject the product would require modifications to
the product and additional committee review prior to final approval.

Public Meeting Requirements for Federally-Required Products
In addition to the above approval procedure, federally required products includes a requirement that one
or two public meetings are held, and in some cases, public comment periods are held in conjunction with
the committee review process.
The products subject to this approval procedure include:
Two Public Meetings Required
▶ Long-Range Transportation Plan (with 14-day comment period)
▶ Transportation Improvements Program (with 14-day comment period)
▶ Public Participation Plan (with 45-day comment period)
One Public Meeting Required
▶ Long-Range Transportation Plan Minor Updates (e.g., addition of projects consistent with policies)

MPO Planning Products Approved by UDC
Several other process products require final approval action by the Urbanized Development Commission
(UDC). The approval process for these do not require a specified comment period.
▶

Unified Planning Work Program (two public meetings required by MPO)

▶

Transportation Improvements Program Revisions

▶

Unified Planning Work Program Amendments

▶

MPO Operations Plan

▶

Bicycle Plan

▶

Pedestrian Plan

▶

Transit Development Program

▶

Pavement, Bridge, System Performance Measures

▶

FTA 5310 Funding

▶

Functional Class Revision

▶

Urbanized Area Map

▶

Special Study Reports
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Informational Products
Several additional products, which are used by the local transportation planning process and committees
in decision-making, are produced throughout the year by the MPO. The following products are presented
to the committees as informational items and do not require approval:
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

Transportation System Management Efficiency Report
Safety Management System Report
Traffic Volume Counts Report
Land Use Report
Federal Grant Applications
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FEDERAL PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 					
REGULATIONS

This section highlights the federal regulations that direct the public involvement process in local transportation planning. The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) is the source document where such regulations are found. The CFR can be found online at www.ecfr.gov. Listed below are the current regulations
pertaining to public participation in local transportation planning. Federal regulations identify the LongRange Transportation Plan as the Metropolitan Transportation Plan.

Interested Parties, Participation, and Consultation, 23CFR450.316
(a) The MPO shall develop and use a documented participation plan that defines a process for providing
citizens, affected public agencies, representatives of public transportation employees, freight shippers,
providers of freight transportation services, private providers of transportation, representatives of
users of public transportation, representatives of users of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities, representatives of the disabled, and other interested parties with reasonable opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan transportation planning process.
(1) The participation plan shall be developed by the MPO in consultation with all interested parties
and shall, at a minimum, describe explicit procedures, strategies, and desired outcomes for:
(i)

Providing adequate public notice of public participation activities and time for public review
and comment at key decision points, including but not limited to a reasonable opportunity to
comment on the proposed metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP;

(ii) Providing timely notice and reasonable access to information about transportation issues
and processes;
(iii) Employing visualization techniques to describe metropolitan transportation plans and TIPs;
(iv) Making public information (technical information and meeting notices) available in electronically accessible formats and means, such as the World Wide Web;
(v) Holding any public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times;
(vi) Demonstrating explicit consideration and response to public input received during the development of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP;
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(vii) Seeking out and considering the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing transportation systems, such as low-income and minority households, who may face challenges
accessing employment and other services;
(viii) Providing an additional opportunity for public comment, if the final metropolitan transportation plan or TIP differs significantly from the version that was made available for public
comment by the MPO and raises new material issues which interested parties could not
reasonably have foreseen from the public participation efforts;
(ix) Coordinating with the statewide transportation planning public participation and consultation processes under subpart B of this part; and
(x) Periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the procedures and strategies contained in the
participation plan to ensure a full and open participation process.
(2) When significant written and oral comments are received on the draft metropolitan transportation plan and TIP (including the financial plans) as a result of the participation process in this
section or the interagency consultation process required under the EPA transportation conformity regulations (40 CFR part 93), a summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of comments shall be made as part of the final metropolitan transportation plan and TIP.
(3) A minimum public comment period of 45 calendar days shall be provided before the initial or
revised participation plan is adopted by the MPO. Copies of the approved participation plan
shall be provided to the FHWA and the FTA for informational purposes and shall be posted on
the World Wide Web, to the maximum extent practicable.
(b) In developing metropolitan transportation plans and TIPs, the MPO should consult with agencies
and officials responsible for other planning activities within the MPA that are affected by transportation (including State and local planned growth, economic development, environmental protection,
airport operations, or freight movements) or coordinate its planning process (to the maximum extent
practicable) with such planning activities. In addition, metropolitan transportation plans and TIPs
shall be developed with due consideration of other related planning activities within the metropolitan
area, and the process shall provide for the design and delivery of transportation services within the
area that are provided by:
(1) Recipients of assistance under title 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53;
(2) Governmental agencies and non-profit organizations (including representatives of the agencies
and organizations) that receive Federal assistance from a source other than the U.S. Department
of Transportation to provide non-emergency transportation services; and
(3) Recipients of assistance under 23 U.S.C. 204.
(c) When the MPA includes Indian Tribal lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve the Indian Tribal
government(s) in the development of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP.
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(d) When the MPA includes Federal public lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve the Federal land
management agencies in the development of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP.
(e) MPOs shall, to the extent practicable, develop a documented process(es) that outlines roles, responsibilities, and key decision points for consulting with other governments and agencies, as defined
in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section, which may be included in the agreement(s) developed
under §450.314.

Planning Assistance and Standards TITLE 49 PART 613
Subpart A—Metropolitan Transportation Planning and Programming
613.100 Metropolitan transportation planning and programming.
The regulations in 23 CFR 450, subpart C, shall be followed in complying with the requirements of this
subpart. The definitions in 23 CFR 450, subpart A, shall apply. [72 FR 7285, Feb. 14, 2007]
Subpart B—Statewide Transportation Planning and Programming
613.200 Statewide transportation planning and programming.
The regulations in 23 CFR 450, subpart B, shall be followed in complying with the requirements of
this subpart. The definitions in 23 CFR 450, subpart A, shall apply. [72 FR 7285, Feb. 14, 2007]
Subpart C—Coordination of Federal and Federally Assisted Programs and Projects
613.300 Coordination of Federal and federally assisted programs and projects.
The coordination of Federal and federally assisted programs and projects implementing OMB revised
Circular No. A–95, which are set forth in 23 CFR Part 420, subpart C, are incorporated into this subpart. [41 FR 33443, Aug. 9, 1976].
Prohibition Against Exclusion from Participation In, Denial of Benefits of, and Discrimination Under Federally Assisted Programs on Ground of Race, Color, or National Origin 42 USC 2000d
No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
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(i) Development of Transportation Plan. —
(6) Participation by Interested Parties.—
(A) In general.— Each metropolitan planning organization shall provide citizens, affected public
agencies, representatives of public transportation employees, public ports, freight shippers,
providers of freight transportation services, private providers of transportation (including
intercity bus operators, employer-based commuting programs, such as a carpool program,
vanpool program, transit benefit program, parking cash-out program, shuttle program, or
telework program), representatives of users of public transportation, representatives of users
of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities, representatives of the disabled,
and other interested parties with a reasonable opportunity to comment on the transportation
plan.
(B) Contents of participation plan—A participation plan—
(i) shall be developed in consultation with all interested parties; and
(ii) shall provide that all interested parties have reasonable opportunities to comment on the
contents of the transportation plan.
(C) Methods.—In carrying out subparagraph (A) the metropolitan planning organization shall,
to the maximum extent practicable—
(i) hold any public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times;
(ii) employ visualization techniques to describe plans; and
(iii) make public information available in electronically accessible format and means, such as
the World Wide Web, as appropriate to afford reasonable opportunity for consideration
of public information under subparagraph (A).

(j) Metropolitan Tip. —
(1) Development. —
(A) In general.—In cooperation with the State and any affected public transportation operator,
the metropolitan planning organization designated for a metropolitan area shall develop a
TIP for the metropolitan planning area that—
(i) contains projects consistent with the current metropolitan transportation plan;
(ii) reflects the investment priorities established in the current metropolitan transportation
plan; and
(iii) once implemented, is designed to make progress toward achieving the performance
targets established under subsection (h)(2).
(B) Opportunity for comment.— In developing the TIP, the metropolitan planning organization,
in cooperation with the State and any affected public transportation operator, shall provide
an opportunity for participation by interested parties in the development of the program, in
accordance with subsection (i)(5).
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(C) Funding estimates.—
For the purpose of developing the TIP, the metropolitan planning organization, public transportation agency, and State shall cooperatively develop estimates of funds that are reasonably
expected to be available to support program implementation.
(D) Updating and approval.—The TIP shall be—
(i) updated at least once every 4 years; and
(ii) approved by the metropolitan planning organization and the Governor.
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APPENDIX A

Coordination Process with Government
and Environmental Agencies
As stated in Title 23 Part 450.315 (e) “MPOs shall, to the extent practicable, develop a documented
process(es) that outlines roles, responsibilities, and key decision points for consulting with other governments and agencies, as defined in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section, which may be included in the
agreement(s) developed under §450.314.”
The Sioux Falls MPO will consult and coordinate with agencies and officials when completing transportation planning activities as appropriate to the transportation planning activity. As defined in steps one
through four of the Public Participation Plan, the type of planning activity will determine the agencies
and officials who should be involved and the appropriate methods of consulting and coordinating with
those resource agencies and officials. Stakeholders involved in the process will include a list of interested
parties as included in Appendix C. If environmental information is needed in a special study or other
transportation, the public involvement plan will include environmental agencies and local land use agencies as a stakeholder.

Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) Consultation
Consultation with environmental resource agencies should be a goal of the Metropolitan Transportation
Plan to link NEPA and Planning. This goal includes early agency environmental coordination that will
allow public involvement, alternative consideration, and environmental information to help determine
how a project may have to be altered or changed to help create a more streamlined environmental review
process once it does reach the formal consultation stage. The new policy above also has been interpreted
to also require that the MTP shall include a discussion of potential environmental mitigation activities at
the policy level. In addition, the consultation of the environment should also take into consideration the
opportunities to enhance and to improve the quality of life. This may include recommendations for new
open space that should be preserved based upon opportunities for purchase, dedication, easements, and
zoning restrictions for environmental sensitive lands.
The environmental consultation with resource agencies shall include the following general format:
1. Letters shall be sent to resource agencies and local land-use agencies asking for information regarding
overall environmental inventories or other environmental issues.
2. Organize and hold a sit-down meeting to discuss potential long-range transportation projects, future
growth areas, potential open space opportunities, and proposed goals and policies.
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3. Send a draft MTP to all applicable resource agencies and land use agencies requesting comments
allowing adequate time for comments.
4. All comments from resource agencies and local land use agencies shall be documented within the
public involvement plan section of the MTP.

Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) Consultation
Because the Transportation Improvement Plan is implementing the MTP, the environmental resource
agencies and local land use agencies in South Dakota have requested that only a copy of the approved TIP
be mailed after it is approved. This should keep all resource agencies and land use agencies up-to-date on
the status of upcoming transportation projects. All resource agencies and land use agencies will be notified with the TIP submittal to provide comments of any concerns that they might have with any of the
programmed projects.
Title 23 Part 450.315 (b)
In developing MTPs and TIPs, the MPO should consult with agencies and officials responsible for
other planning activities within the MPA that are affected by transportation (including State and
local planned growth, economic development, environmental protection, airport operations, or
freight movements) or coordinate its planning process (to the maximum extent practicable) with
such planning activities. In addition, MTPs and TIPs shall be developed with due consideration of
other related planning activities within the metropolitan area, and the process shall provide for the
design and delivery of transportation services within the area that are provided by:
(1)

Recipients of assistance under title 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53;

(2) Governmental agencies and non-profit organizations (including representatives of the agencies
and organizations) that receive Federal assistance from a source other than the U.S. Department of Transportation to provide non-emergency transportation services; and
(3) Recipients of assistance under 23 U.S.C. 204.

Tribal Indian Lands Consultation
Sioux Falls’ MPA does not contain Indian Tribal lands. Therefore, the Sioux Falls MPO will not be consulting
with Indian Tribal governments on a regular basis. If a transportation planning activity occurs where there is
overlap into Indian Tribal lands, the MPO will consult with Indian Tribal governments as appropriate.
Title 23 Part 450.315 (c)
When the MPA includes Indian Tribal lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve the Indian Tribal
government(s) in the development of the MTP and the TIP.
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Federal Public Lands Consultation
Sioux Falls’ MPA does not contain federal public lands. Therefore, the Sioux Falls MPO will not be consulting with federal land management agencies on a regular basis. If a transportation planning activity
occurs where there is overlap into federal public lands, the MPO will consult with federal land management agencies as appropriate.
Title 23 Part 450.315 (d)
When the MPA includes Federal public lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve the Federal land
management agencies in the development of the MTP and the TIP.
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APPENDIX B
SIOUX FALLS MPO INTERESTED PARTIES

Group/Organization

Name

Email

211 Helpline Center

Betsy Schuster

betsy@helplinecenter.org

Affordable Housing Solutions

Brent Tucker

brent@a-h-s.org

Bishop Dudley House

Madeline Shields

mshields@bdhh.org

Brandon School District

Jarod Larson

jarod.larson@k12.sd.us

Bureau of Reclamation

Joe Hall

pmosbrucker@usbr.gov

The Community Outreach

Brett Quall

brett@thecommunityoutreach.org

Community Coordinated Transportation Systems

Ron Baumgart

ron.rct@midconetwork.com

Concrete Materials

Clark Meyer

cmeyer@cmcsd.com

Department of Health

Jennifer Folliard

jennifer.folliard@state.sd.us

Division of Developmental Disabilities

Julie Johnson

julie.johnson@state.sd.us

Feeding South Dakota

Lori Dykstra

lori.dykstra@feedingsouthdakota.org

Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe

Anthony Reider

tony.reider@fsst.org

McCrossan Boys Ranch

Darla Krueger

darla.krueger@mccrossan.org

Multi-Cultural Center of Sioux Falls

Laurie Knutson

Laurie.knutson@sfmcc.org

Realtor Association of the Sioux Empire

Kristen Gulson

kristen@rase-inc.org

Sioux Falls Housing

Karl Fulmer

k_fulmer@siouxfallshousing.org

Sioux Metro Growth Alliance

Jesse Fonkert

jessef@siouxmetro.com

Tea Area School District

Chris Esping

chris.esping@k12.sd.us

US EPA

Karen McIntosh

mcintosh.karen@epa.gov

USD Community College for Sioux Falls

Aaron Anthony

aaron.anthony@usd.edu

Department of Human Services
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APPENDIX C
VIRTUAL PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Virtual public involvement can be a great way to disseminate information and gather feedback for a plan
or study. There are several different ways to gather public input virtually. This can include live or recorded
presentations (such as webinars or livestreams), online surveys, comment forms, interactive maps and
web pages with project information and key documents. Deciding which tools to use for a project depends
on the target audience. Below are some general best practices and tips for different types of outreach that
can be conducted virtually.

Lessons Learned/Tips for beginners:
▶

Do a test run ahead of the meeting. Make sure all the presenters log in early so attendees are not waiting on someone to log into the software. Ensure all presenters/speakers have a quiet space they can
use during the meeting. Test audio, screen sharing, videos, etc. Test the comments to ensure participants will be able to ask questions.

▶

Eliminate distractions. Make sure you can present/run the meeting without being distracted by
something around you.

▶

Explain that questions will be held until the end, but encourage people to submit them via the comment box or chat box.

▶

Have a moderator to monitor questions as they come in and ensure they get addressed during the
Q&A portion. Don’t forget to unmute people who call in and want to ask a question. Try to answer as
many questions as possible during the live meeting. This demonstrates to members of the public that
project sponsors are listening in real time.

▶

Keep in mind some members of the public may only be able to call in and there may be visually impaired participants so presenters should give a brief explanation of the visuals.

▶

Present public input as an opportunity to have a voice, make a difference. Be engaged and enthused
yourself if you expect others to do the same.

▶

Recognize that the conversation may not go as you predicted, so be ready to adjust and respond and
let people know they’ve been heard. Be objective and validate without value judgment.

▶

Keep it brief. You will lose your audience if presentations are too long. Be clear and concise.
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▶

Do not use complicated or technical terminology. Ensure the general public can understand what you
are presenting. Don’t overload people with too much information.

▶

Cut out extensive process/background information.

▶

Focus on what’s new.

▶

Explain what you want feedback on.

▶

Slides should be simple and visual. Include images and links.

▶

Tell people how they can provide feedback (ex: online form, email, and phone call).

▶

Provide multiple ways to engage the public so they can participate in the way they are most comfortable. For example, if you are planning to do a webinar, also provide people with a recording they can
watch later and a way to submit comments after the virtual meeting.

▶

Keep virtual public meetings to a maximum of one hour (or less) in length.

▶

The type of virtual public involvement may depend on the type of meeting to be held and the intent
of the meeting. Make sure that adequate staff is on hand if there will be both in-person and virtual
participation.

▶

Presentations posted online may need to be formatted differently than those given in person. If slides
are posted, rather than a recording of a presentation, ensure they have adequate information to explain what people are looking at and being asked to provide feedback on.

▶

Facebook and YouTube ads can be used to target people living in a community or study area. Ads can
also be run in newspapers with information about project websites and a way for people who don’t
have computer access to request information, such as a number they could call to request that project
information be mailed to them.

▶

Use familiar channels to let people know about the opportunity for public comment, such as websites,
social media, and email lists. For example, share the project website on the county/municipal web
page and social media accounts. Share the posts with community groups who can post them to their
social media accounts and email information to their members.

▶

If possible, collect or request contact information so you can reach back out, follow up, and close the
loop on comments received.

▶

Make sure project information is translated for residents who have limited English proficiency.

▶

Low-income populations may not have access to virtual outreach or study websites. Study information, including a contact phone number and surveys or other requests for feedback, could be mailed
to these households.
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APPENDIX D: SDCL CHAPTER 1-25
MEETINGS OF PUBLIC AGENCIES

1-25-1

Official meetings open to public—Exceptions Public comment—Violation as misdemeanor.

1-25-1.1

Notice of meeting of political subdivision—Agenda—Violation as misdemeanor.

1-25-1.2

Repealed.

1-25-1.3

Notice of meeting of the state—Agenda—Violation as misdemeanor.

1-25-1.4

Information to be posted on state website.

1-25-1.5

Teleconference meeting or hearing—Quorum—Vote.

1-25-1.6

Public participation in teleconference meeting.

1-25-2

Executive or closed meetings—Purposes—Authorization—Violation as misdemeanor.

1-25-3

Minutes of proceedings—Availability to public—Violation as misdemeanor.

1-25-4

Repealed.

1-25-5

Repealed.

1-25-6

Duty of state’s attorney on receipt of complaint alleging chapter violation.

1-25-6.1

Duty of state’s attorney on receipt of complaint alleging violation by board of county commissioners.

1-25-7

Consideration by commission of complaint or written submissions alleging chapter violation—Findings—Public censure.

1-25-8

Open Meeting Commission—Appointment of members—Chair.

1-25-9

Limitations on participation by commission members.

1-25-10

State Investment Council may discuss certain matters in executive session.

1-25-11

Recording of open official meeting to be permitted.

1-25-12

Definitions.

1-25-1. Official meetings open to public—Exceptions—Public comment—Violation as misdemeanor.
The official meetings of the state and its political subdivisions are open to the public unless a specific law
is cited by the state or the political subdivision to close the official meeting to the public.
It is not an official meeting of one public body if its members provide information or attend the official
meeting of another public body for which the notice requirements of § 1-25-1.1 or 1 25-1.3 have been met.
It is not an official meeting of a public body if its members attend a press conference called by a representative of the public body.
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For any event hosted by a nongovernmental entity to which a quorum of the public body is invited and
public policy may be discussed, but the public body does not control the agenda, the political subdivision
may post a public notice of a quorum, in lieu of an agenda. The notice of a quorum shall meet the posting
requirements of § 1-25-1.1 or 1-25-1.3 and shall contain, at a minimum, the date, time, and location of the
event.
The public body shall reserve at every regularly scheduled official meeting a period for public comment,
limited at the public body’s discretion, but not so limited as to provide for no public comment. At a minimum, public comment shall be allowed at regularly scheduled official meetings which are designated as
regular meetings by statute, rule, or ordinance.
Public comment is not required at official meetings held solely for the purpose of an inauguration, swearing in of newly elected officials, or presentation of an annual report to the governing body regardless of
whether or not such activity takes place at the time and place usually reserved for a regularly scheduled
meeting.
If a quorum of township supervisors, road district trustees, or trustees for a municipality of the third class
meet solely for purposes of implementing previously publicly-adopted policy, carrying out ministerial
functions of that township, district, or municipality, or undertaking a factual investigation of conditions
related to public safety, the meeting is not subject to the provisions of this chapter.
A violation of this section is a Class 2 misdemeanor.
Source: SL 1965, ch 269; SL 1980, ch 24, § 9; SL 1989, ch 15, § 1A; SL 1990, ch 18, § 1; SL 1990, ch 30, § 1;
SL 1993, ch 17; SL 2005, ch 16, § 1; SL 2008, ch 13, § 1; SL 2010, ch 9, § 2; SL 2012, ch 5, § 1; SL 2013, ch 8,
§ 1; SL 2016, ch 9, § 1; SL 2018, ch 14, § 1; SL 2019, ch 3, § 2.
1-25-1.1. Notice of meeting of political subdivision—Agenda—Violation as misdemeanor.
Each political subdivision shall provide public notice, with proposed agenda, that is visible, readable, and
accessible for at least an entire, continuous twenty-four hours immediately preceding any official meeting, by posting a copy of the notice, visible to the public, at the principal office of the political subdivision
holding the meeting. The proposed agenda shall include the date, time, and location of the meeting. The
notice shall also be posted on the political subdivision’s website upon dissemination of the notice, if a
website exists. For any special or rescheduled meeting, the information in the notice shall be delivered in
person, by mail, by email, or by telephone, to members of the local news media who have requested notice. For any special or rescheduled meeting, each political subdivision shall also comply with the public
notice provisions of this section for a regular meeting to the extent that circumstances permit. A violation
of this section is a Class 2 misdemeanor.
Source: SL 1987, ch 22, § 2; § 1-25-1.2; SL 1990, ch 19; SL 1990, ch 30, § 2; SL 2012, ch 6, § 1; SL 2013, ch 9,
§ 1; SL 2015, ch 11, § 1; SL 2016, ch 10, § 1; SL 2019, ch 3, § 5.
1-25-1.2. Repealed by SL 2019, ch 3, § 6.
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1-25-1.5. Teleconference meeting or hearing—Quorum—Vote.
Any official meeting may be conducted by teleconference. A teleconference may be used to conduct a
hearing or take final disposition regarding an administrative rule pursuant to § 1-26-4. A member is
deemed present if the member answers present to the roll call conducted by teleconference for the purpose of determining a quorum. Each vote at an official meeting held by teleconference may be taken by
voice vote. If any member votes in the negative, the vote shall proceed to a roll call vote.
Source: SL 2019, ch 3, § 3; SL 2021, ch 9, § 1.
1-25-1.6. Public participation in teleconference meeting.
At any official meeting conducted by teleconference, there shall be provided one or more places at which
the public may listen to and participate in the teleconference meeting. For any official meeting held
by teleconference, that has less than a quorum of the members of the public body participating in the
meeting who are present at the location open to the public, arrangements shall be provided for the public
to listen to the meeting via telephone or internet. The requirement to provide one or more places for the
public to listen to the teleconference does not apply to official meetings closed to the public pursuant to
specific law.
Source: SL 2019, ch 3, § 4.
1-25-11. Recording of open official meeting to be permitted.
No public body may prevent a person from recording, through audio or video technology, an official
meeting as long as the recording is reasonable, obvious, and not disruptive. This section does not apply to
meetings closed to the public pursuant to specific law.
Source: SL 2016, ch 11, § 1; SL 2019, ch 3, § 9.
1-25-12. Definitions.
Terms used in this chapter mean:
(1) “Political subdivision,” any association, authority, board, commission, committee, council, task force,
school district, county, city, town, township, or other local government entity that is created or appointed by statute, ordinance, or resolution and is vested with the authority to exercise any sovereign
power derived from state law;
(2) “Public body,” any political subdivision and the state;
(3) “Official meeting,” any meeting of a quorum of a public body at which official business or public policy of that public body is discussed or decided by the public body, whether in person or by means of
teleconference;
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(4) “Teleconference,” information exchanged by any audio, video, or electronic medium, including the
internet;
(5) “State,” each board, commission, department, or agency of the State of South Dakota. The term, state,
does not include the Legislature.
Source: SL 2019, ch 3, § 1.
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